EYE FOR EARS by Jérome Fino
«macro-video for musicians in action»
video-installation - 4:3 - stereo
This project juxtaposes different experimental musicians. Each artist was asked to improvise sound work. The short
video are documentations of these processes. The sequences zoom on instrument’s details and musician’s gestural.
The focus is locked, the environment disappears, the camera is used like a machine to decorticate the sound.
Eye for ears propose a music notice, an instinctive music played like a game. Diversion and research take part of this
game, which rules are redefinied each time.It’s almost a physical experience, the sources of sounds and the relation
between movement, materials and oscillation become evident.
Documentation about improvised music, the project «Eye for ears» is also an essay on the film and its soundtrack.
During the shooting, the sound and the image was recorded separetly, and synchronized on the editing. A portrait
of the machines, manipulated by their invisibles creators. The differents sequences transmetted the possibility for
everyone to play a DIY music
Scenario:
//// installation, plugs, volume
//// portrait of each instruments
//// filming differents sessions on each instruments
All the videos made are archived seperatly here:
http://vimeo.com/jrm
Musicians:
- Sophie Agnel - Aphone - Servando Barreiro - Jean-François Blanquet - Electronicat - Vincent Epplay - David Fenech
- Gol - Derek Holzer - Klimperei - Koonda Holaa - Yann Leguay - Hannes Lingens - Super Jean-François Plomb
- Arnaud Rivière - Peter Tinning - Valentina Vuksic
Screenings:
- «Rien à voir», Instants Chavirés, curated by Guillaume Constantin, Montreuil 2010
- «Object Serie» Société de Curiosité, curated by ArtKillArt, Paris 2009
- «Eye For Pixel», Fast Pixel, curated by Marie Romer Westh, Copenhaguen 2009
- «ARTKILLART03», CHB, curated by AKA and Kyd Campbell, Berlin 2009
- «Wir Kriegen’s Gebackenn!», Urban-Art Info, currated by AkimOneMachine, Berlin 2008
- «Only for your eyes», CHB, Berlin 2008
- «Eyes For Ears», Aporee, Berlin 2008
- «Nothing But Filming», Nothing But Printing, Berlin 2008
- «Young Directors # 2» Studio 23, Berlin 2008
- «Filmer la musique», Point Ephémère, Paris 2008

Contact:
jer.jrm@gmail.com

MUSICIAN’S BIOGRAPHY:
Sophie Agnel (fr)
http://sophieagnel.free.fr/
Classically trained, escaped from jazz (drawn away by the too strict treatment of harmony), Sophie Agnel boards the
piano from every sonic angle this musical vessel can offer : keys, strings & board are simultaneously apprehended,
in a mixed procedure (as we say of painting techniques) that would be understated if it was reduced to the cagian
definition of the prepared piano. Considering the instrument – that she extends with several accessories, paper cups,
balls or strings – as a poetic supplier of anamorphic textures, the musician takes it to be an equal match to the wider
diversity of musical systems, whatever the craft they where conceived in (from physiological to electro-acoustic) ...
Aphone (fr)
http://www.myspace.com/00aphone00
dj and compositor, Aphone is influenced by the Hip-Hop music, in particulary on the scratching practices. In his homestudio, he mixes vinyls from various soundscapes to finally constuct a smoothy melody with highly rhythms.
Using mostly the turntables, he plays with a sampler and a computer to create his own compositions.
Servando Barreiro (es)
http://servandobarreiro.es/
Having studied, as a higher sound technician, the development of electronic products and audiovisual communication,
he works in the field of technological creation in his own projects such as Minitronics. In Madrid he became exposed
to the world of live video / VJ and interactive art thanks, among other things, to experiences and knowledge gained in
Medialab Madrid. Since 2008 he has lived in Berlin where he has come into contact with the electronics underground,
hardware hacking, the “hacker ethic”, pirate radio and experimental sound. At present, Barreiro devotes his time to
developing hardware, creating interactive installations, giving workshops, exchanging knowledge and learning how to
listen.
Jean-François Blanquet (bl)
http://cromix.free.fr/
jeanfrançois blanquet carries out an improvised audio and visual experience. He composes with lively expressions
through direct action, with the body as a central link. He seeks in noise and instability, an opening to an adventure
of the senses, as to purge any thought of control(political!?). >> Go forward without any hangups to an aestetic of
confusion! He modifies cheap recycled electronic instruments to make semi-controllable expressive tools. With the
help of an elaborate process involving loops, larsens, re-injections of the signal and other chain reaction devices,
surfing with luck for new adventure, a formulation occurs.
Jeanfrançois blanquet is part of DEMOLECULARISATION, a noisy and abstract live art project and projectsinge
group.
Electronicat (fr)
http://www.electronicat.com/
Electronicat is the pseudonym of French musician Fred Bigot.
Started in 1998, Fred picked up his guitar, sampling it and focusing on the melodic attributes of beat, developed the
particular sound he is now renowned for. The distorted but melodic guitar, the unquantised rhythms, the delay-heavy
vocals and the buzzing rumbling 808 bass drum have all became characteristic features of the Electronicat sound. His
songs encompass an array of influences in all respects - particularly glam rock, psychedelia, 60s garage rockabilly
and experimental electronic music - and takes it further making electronic music sound more rock n roll.
Vincent Epplay (fr)
http://www.viplayland.net/
Vincent Epplay is a plastician and craetor of material sonic environments. He creates loci for listening by staging
sound and interrogating its mode of distribution and reception. From sonic device installations to live performance,
the context of production and dissemination, as well as the behaviourial dynamics of listeners-spectators. In his work,
the visual artist and musician Vincent Epplay focuses on the notion of experience linked with music. This interest
takes shape as a reflection on the process of listening, the transmission and reception of sound, the different ways it
is placed in an environment, its temporality and its context. Epplay’s various set-ups for listening, sound installations
and live interventions delve into the connection between sound and image, offering visitors an experimental terrain
as they become attentive listeners as well. Created in a public area, on the Web, or as a CD-ROM, his pieces occupy
particular spaces to create individual and collective listening conditions.

David Fenech (fr)
http://demosaurus.free.fr/
david fenech plays guitar since he had ten years and soon began to compose. Between 1990 and 1995, he
participated actively in the network of mail art exchange and contributes to many compilations on cassette or CD
media. In 1991, he founded the group Peu Importe in Grenoble with Nuvish, Nicolas and Richard Jacquin Bokhobza.
This group plays improvised music in a spirit close to rock groups like The Ex or Pere Ubu. In 1998, David Fenech
creates the demosaurus label and plays with many musicians, including Felix Kubin, Klimperei, James Plotkin, Shugo
Tokumaru, Ramona Cordova, Mr Quark, Toog, Dragibus, Xray Pop, Daniel Palomo Vinuesa, Ghédalia Tazartès, Ergo
Phizmiz, Jad Fair. In concert David Fenech diverts everything passing by his hands, plays the guitar flat, leading small
robots, singing in funnels. who knows what runs through your head?
GOL (fr)
http://www.myspace.com/corporatemambo
The GOL ensemble was founded in 1988 in Paris, France, by Jean-Marcel Busson, Frederic Rebotier, Ravi Shardja
and Samon Takahashi.
After numerous concerts and a LP issued in 1993 (Gol 01) the band dismantled for a long break of nearly 10 years. In
2002, the band reformed for occasional recording sessions and seldom live apparitions.
GOL plays more or less flutes, horns, guitars, violin, toys, homemade instruments, tapes, turntables, voices, various
percussions, electronics. The music, acoustic oriented but highly electric, is entirely improvised and has the flavour of
mid-summer countryside violent immobility. Hard to define, the closest classifications would be «corporate mambo»,
«hard cool heavy lethal», «psychedelic disco», «electroacoustic flask» and «tropical experimentalism».
Derek Holzer (nl)
http://www.umatic.nl
Derek Holzer [USA 1972] is a sound artist with a background in radio, webstreaming and environmental recording.
His work focuses on capturing and transforming small, unnoticed sounds from various natural and urban locations,
networked collaboration strategies, experiments in improvisational sound and the use of free software such as PureData. He has released tracks under the Nexsound, Sirr, and/OAR and Gruenrekorder labels, and has co-initiated
several internet projects for field recording and collaborative soundscapes including Soundtransit.nl.
Klimperei (fr)
http://klimperei.free.fr
This music is often described as « toy-music, naïve, acoustic, experimental, minimal, childish, neo-classic, bizarre,
avant-garde, lunaire... french toy-pop... boîte à jouets renversée... avan strange toy pop chamber music... »
Klimperei is since 2002 a solo project of Christophe & guests. In 2002 was formed just for a while the side project
Lapin Gris (pop-rock cover version of Deleted & Klimperei songs with a real band).
In 2005 was formed Dents with É. Chabert (voice), S. Santelli (e. guitar), Nicolas Folsh (bass guitar) & CP (drums).
In 2007 was formed a virtual band for live performance (improvisation) called « Klimperei et ses amis » starring
Madame Patate, Pascal Ayerbe, Jacques Barbéri, Roberto Cavalcante, David Fenech, Denis Frajerman, Dominique
Grimaud, Stéphane Obadia, David Passegand, Philippe Perraudin, Christophe Petchanatz, Sylvain Santelli...
Koonda Holaa (cz)
http://www.myspace.com/koondaholaakamilsky
One man band, a Mojave California desert rat who fattens up his diet of sun half of the year in Paris, France. His
current sound has been branded mystic psychedelic western/noir amerikana but it may well be world music from a
world that does not yet exists. The music sounds like musings of a man with three bullets left and long ways to go.
The songs are sagas of time spent living in cars and in self imposed exiles of his own pornographic past.
Traveling the dusty trails with his own (now defunct) Pseudo Pseudo and paying his dues with the Residents, Exene
Cervenka of the X, Lydia Lunch, Steve Mackay and Mike Watt (the sax and bass man behind IGGY POP & the
Stooges), Uz Jsme Doma, Marshall Allen, Otto Von Schirach, Slymenstra of GWAR and countless other projects
that goes back to the mid 80’.
Yann Leguay (bl) / Cutter-Off project
www.phonotopy.org
Vinyl’s bruitist dissection. In anatomy, a dissection consist to open a body following a defined protocol. In geometry, a
dissection problem constit in a figure cutting , in sort of replace pieces in a new order. Cutter-Off is an evolutive mix,
the cutting is made in live, starting with a blank vinyl, using surgical tools plugged into micro-contact. Cutter Off is the
live version of the project Dead_Media.

Hannes Lingens (ge)
http://www.myspace.com/hanneslingens
hannes lingens plays drums, Akkordeon, improvises and composes. what ever he does, he makes us be astonished.
amazement about the virtuose handling o the instruments, the wherefrom of the sounds, without loosing the
concentration on that, which is the sound. his moves are more about making something hearable. (you are watching,
till this watching turns into a listening, maybe you are closing your eyes). hannes lingens plays us out of that everyday
of used old sounds. or, to say it according to john cage: this musik is the life of the sounds, is the participation of the
sounds in life - and in the best situaation - also of the life in sound
Arnaud Rivière (fr)
http://http.http.http.http.free.fr/
Trafic in the DIY area : metal pieces, wires and stuff stuck into the mixing board. Put the out in. This is not at all
made for this, but why not. A pick up, rather plastic one, explosion required, but re-enforced to resist. It has to take it.
Not necessarly using records, sometimes even metal one or other. Also captors, they go where they fall, or not, not
always. With and via springs though. Well, otherwise, feedbackophile, unshamedly, with both hands, Arnaud Rivière is
making his own with curves and accidents. Uses bicycle to travel with pleasure in Paris but doesnt recieve much.
Super Jean-François Plomb (fr)
http://www.myspace.com/superjeanfrancois
Super Jean François Plomb is a sound artist. After studying at the Fine-Arts school of Lyon and the Faculty of Arts de
Saint Etienne, it gradually turns the mobile sculpture to large noise and mechanical automated and
programed. «PLOMB: based engine suspended from the ceiling (Hoover, wiper, turn-pin ...) which are set on wheels
and bicycle parts gear rolling-rubbing on metal surfaces amplified .«MEUH BÊMOL»: 10 engines Wiper stretched
between floor and ceiling which is set on 10 meuh boxes and ten bright plastic bowls.
Then he focus on a monstration more musical with a portable version of his installations: it’s a baggage open to the
public in which small-simple mechanical produce their sound, that he compiles, modules, mixes with a home-made
console and a mixer, and plays various manufactured instruments.
Valentina Vuksic (ch) / Harddisko project
http://harddisko.ch/
“Harddisko” is an installation piece dealing with raw computer sounds. Rhythmic noises are evolving from sixteen
harddrives, which are orchestrated through simple power circuits. By cutting the harddisk’s power in varying
sequences and amplifying the peculiar sound characteristics of each drive, an unpredictable acoustic and visual
interplay is taking place.

